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Abstract
This paper smdies the average complexity of digital search trees from the successful
search point of view. The average value of the successful search is used to evaluate
the search time for a given record, the number of comparisons to insert a record, etc.
The average value, however, is rather a poor measure and the need for higher
moments of the successful search is obvious. For example, the variance provides
information on "how well is a digital tree balanced"; the third centralized moment is a
measure of the skewness property of the distribution, etc. In this paper we concentrate
on an open problem: how to evaluate aU moments of the successful search in an
asymmetric multiway digital search tree. We prove that the m·th successful search
S/I. where n is the number of stored records, satisfies lim E Sgal1nm n = Vhf, where.-h I is the entropy of the alphabet. In particular, it is shown that the variance of SrI is
varSrI =c Inn +0 (1) for asymmetric case, and varSn = 0 (1) for symmetric case (we
also determine the constant). This gives a complete characterization of the digital
search tree from the successful search view point
1. INTRODUCTION
Digital searching is a well-known technique for storing and retrieving information using
lexicographical (digital) structure of words. Digital search trees [2], [10], [14], [16] experience a
new wave of interest due to a number of novel applications in computer science and telecommun-
icatioDS. For example, recent developments in the context of large external :files and ideas
derived from dynamic hashing (virtual hashing, dynamic hashing, extendible hashing) lead to the
analysis of digital trees [5], [6], [7], [8]. Partial match retrieval of multidimensional data [8] (the
grid-file, the extendible cell method) provides another application. In telecommunication, recent
developments in conflict resolution algorithms [3], [9] have also brought a new interest in digital
.. This ~rClI W38 supported in pan by the National Science Found~tion under grant NCR - 8702115.
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trees. Some other applications are: radix exchange sort, polynomial factorization, simulation,
Huffman's algorithm. etc., [2J. [IOJ. [16].
The three primaI}' digital tree search methods are: digital search trees, radix search tries
(shonty: tries), and Patricia tries [2], [10], [14J. [16]. In all cases, a digital tree is built over an
alphabet A = {Ot I ••• , O'v} containing V -elements. Records stored in a tree, say n of them,
consists of (possibly infinite) strings (keys) from A. The digital search tree [2] is a data structure
which leads to much improved worst case performance, by making use of the digital properties of
the key. The idea is to build up a structure consisting of nodes, each node has a record containing
a key and V links which point to subtrees. The branching policy on a level, say k. is based on the
k-th digit (element) of a key. For example, if the k-th element of the key is OJ, then we go to the
leftmost subtree; if it is 0'2, we move to the next of the lefunost subtree, etc. However, if keys are
very long, then comparison of keys at each level of the tree might be quite costly. To avoid this,
in the radix search trie we do not store keys in tree nodes (internal nodes), but rather put all the
keys in external nodes of the tree. Moreover, such a radix. trie has an annoying flaw: there is
"one-way branching" which leads to the creation of extra nodes in the tree. D.R. Morrison
discovered a way to avoid this problem in a data structure which he named the Patricia trie. In
such a tree, aU nodes have branching degrees, greater than or equal to two. This is achieved by
collapsing one-way branches on internal nodes (for more details see [2], [7], [14], [18]). Note
that the number of internal nodes in the digital search tree and the Patricia trie are equal to n and
n - V + I, respectively. This does not hold for radix search tries. It can be proved that the aver-
age number of internal nodes is larger than n, e.g., in binary symmetric case the tree has
nfln 2 - l.44n internal nodes.
Two quantities are of interest for digital trees. namely successful search and unsuccessful
search. A successful search occurs whenever a new key added to the data structure is already in
the tree. If a new key is not in the tree, then an unsuccessful search occurs. In this paper. we
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concentrate on the successful search, Sn, for a digital search tree. A complete characterization of
radix search tries and Patricia tries from the successful search view point has been already
obtained in [17] and [19].
To investigate the average complexity of the successful search in digital search trees • we
assume that a sequence of elements from the alphabet A is an independent sequence of Bernoulli
trials (Bernoulli model), and the probability of occurrence of an element OJ E A in a key is equal
to Pi, i = I, 2 , ... , V. Under these assumptions we study all moments of the successful search,
Sf! in a digital tree. It is shown that the m-th moment of Sn satisfies lim ES:llnm n = lIhT,"-v
where hI = - L Pi IOPi is the entropy of the alphabet A. In particular, we prove that the vari-
i=l
v
anee of Sn is (h 2 - h r)h 13 In n + 0 (1) for an asymmetric digital tree, where h 2 = L Pi In2pi.
i=l
Note that this implies that the variance in the symmetric case (p I =P2=' .. =Pv = lIV ) is equal
to 0(1) (e.g. for V=2 the variance varS/I = 2.844, for V=3 we find varS/I = 1.325 and so on). To
the author's knowledge, the previous analyses of the digital search tree have been restricted to
binary trees and only the average successful search has been investigated [7], [14] (for some
extension see [13]). Here we follow the approach presented in [7], but however, we differ in few
aspects, as listed below.
This paper differs in some aspects from the previous analyses. We adopt a general
approach to solve the problem. Namely, we first derive a general solution of a recurrence equa-
tion which governs the behavior of the successful search in digital trees. A straightforward appli-
cation of this solution leads to the exact fonnula for E S:. To obtain an asymptotic approxima-
tion, we also adopt a unified approach, that is, we first derive a general formula for some altema-
tive sums (see Appendix) and then we use it to solve our problems. This formula generalizes
Knuth's and de Bruijn's approach [14], and it is a Mellin-like technique, however, we do not
explicitly use the Mellin transform.
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This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, some preliminary results and sum-
mary of final results are given. We also discuss there the consequences of these results. In partie-
ular, in this section we compare moments of successful search for digital search tree, radix trie
and Patricia hie. Finally, in Section 3 we prove our main results.
2. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Let us consider a family D" of digital search trees with n keys (records) built over an alpha-
bet A = {or, ...• crv}. A key is a string of (possible infinite) elements from A • such that the i-
th element O"i E A occurs independently of other elements, and with probability Pi.
v
j = 1. 2 I ••• , v. L Pi = 1. We srudy successful search, S,.. in the random family D" of digi-
i=l
tal search trees. The m -til factorial moment ofS1l is defined as follows:
s:p- d;! E {(SrI - 1)(8" - 2) •... , (Sri - m + IH
where the expectations is taken over all trees in 0Il' and over all nodes in a given tree tED". It
is shown that these moments are related to the m -th derivatives of a generating functions of D".
Let H,,(z), denote this generating function with the coefficients at zk being the expected number
of nodes ( records) at level k in our family D" .
There is no explicit formula for H" (z), but a rather sophisticated recurrence. To find it, let
us denote by j = UIJ h, ... , jy) a vector such that it + h + .. 0 + jy = n. Also let
['iJ d;[ [ h •. ~. , jv ] = j! h! ,~'..• jv! be a multinnmial cnefficient, and let
L lUI "'OJ jv) denote a sum of lUI.··., jv) over all j such that
jr.="
j I + j 2 + ... + jv = n for a given function I (.). Then the following recurrence on H" (z) may
be established.
Lemma 1. For any n the generating function H" (z) of the random family D" satisfies recurrence
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H o(') = 0 HIe,) = 1
[n-1J. .H.(,)=, L . pj' •...• pV'[Hj,e')+
{jr.=n-l} J
(2.1)
Proof. Consider V subtrees of the root, each with j h h, ... ,jv keys,
h + h + ... + jv = n-l. Then, for a given tree tED"
H,,{z)=z [Hj1(z) + ... +Hjv(z)]
The first term z in the above shows the fact that the subtrees are one level below the foot Taking
now the expectation of the last recurrence over all trees in Dn • and noting that in our Bernoulli
model the probability of jl , ... , jy keys in the subtrees is equal to [ njl Jp{' •... , pr, we
finally obtain (2.1).
Now we establish relationship between s:P and the m -th derivative ofH" (z) at z=1. Let L
II
denote an internal path in a digital tree t e Dn • that is, the sum of all paths from the root to all
nodes. We generalize the definition of Ln as follows. Let Sn (i) be a path from the root to the i-
th node. For a given integer m we define
•L:i! = L S. (i )[S. (i) - I][S. (i) - 2] •...• [S. (i) - m + IJ
j",,J
and let 1:P= ELJ[!. The quantity I:; is not exactly the m-th factorial moment of L'I> but it is
closely related to it. We callI; the m -th semi-factorial moment of the internal path length.
Denote now by HnC
m )(I) the m-th derivative of Hn (z) at z=1. Then the following is easy to
establish (see [17])
Property 1. For integers n and m the below relationships hold
o






Using Lemma 1 and (2.2), we derive a recurrence equation for 1:F-. hence by (2.3) also on
s;'. We shall work at the beginning with t:/!. For simplicity of the presentation, assume that
v = 2 and P 1 = p, P2 = 1 - P I = q. however, all results can be trivially extended to V-ary asymw
mebic digital search trees. From (2.1) and (2.2), for m=l we find immediately that
I,? = n-l +"i [ n:;l J pkqn-l-k[l).+ 1/1~1-,l;] (2.4)
,<0
Computing the second derivative ofHII (z) one shows that
l:f:.= 2[1~- (n-I)] + "i;1 [ nk"lJ pkqn-l-k[l#-+ l,f-t-kl (2.5)
,<0
Note that (2.4) and (2.5) is a system of recurrences, i.e., to find I} we need [;t. Generalizing the
above, we can prove that
Lemma 2. For any integers m and n. the m-th semi-factorial moment of Ln satisfies the follow-
iog recurrence
If)! = /'f! = 0
m
l:f! = m! L(-I)m-k
.1:=1
/'-1 [J.- :E n-1
(k-l)! + UJ;=n-l} j
(2.6)
where in (2.6) we have defined If). = n-l.
Proof The proof uses induction arguments applied to (2.3), and is left to the reader.
As noted before, (2.6) is a system of recurrences. To computel:f! we need l~.
I} .... , [:-1 from the previous recurrences. Note also that (2.6) has a common pattern and the
recurrences differ only by the first term in (2.6) which we call the additive term and denote by an.




Solution ofa recurrence equation
Letxo, Xl , ...• XII be a sequence ofnumbern satisfying the following recurrence equation
given xo. xI
solve xlI=an+.L [njl]p{I···p{rrxjl+···+XjvJ. n~2 (2.7)
/:1:=11-1
where an is any sequence of numbers. We caIl an an additive teIm of the recurrence (2.7). To
solve (2.7) we introduce the so called binomial inverse relations. Let us, for a given sequence a/l>
define a new sequence Un as
(2.8)
(The second equation justifies the name binomial inverse relations). For more details, see Rior~
dan [23]. We prove
Theorem 1. The recurrence (2.7) possesses the following solution
where
.+1
Rn = Qn 1:[4j - Uj+1 - AolQ;:\
i=1
1'1+1 V





Proof Multiply both sides of (2.7) by zn-I/(n_l)! and sum from 0 to infinity. Let X(z) and
A (z) represent the exponential generating functions of XII and all respectively. Then, (2.7)
reduces to the below equation
v
X'(z) = A '(z) - A o + L X (Pi z)e(I-I»'
;=1
Introducing Y(z) = X (z )e-l one transforms (2.10) into
v





where B (z) = [A '(z) - Ao]e-l:. Equating coefficients in (2.11) we find a recurrence
V
Yn+1 + Yn = b" + Yn L pf
j""l
where bn = (-1)" (an - d'1I+1 - A 0)' The solution of (2.12) is
11-1 /1-1 V
Y. = (-1r' L(-1)i bi . II (I - L pi)
i=I } = 1+1 k=1




Note also that from the definition of the inverse relations (2.8) and solution (2.9) one easily
proves
Corollary 1. IfXo = x I = 0, then the inverse relation, XII' of the solution XII is given by
where Rfl is defined in (2.9b).
(2.13)
o
To find an asymptotic approximation for (2.ge) we need to evaluate the alternative bino-
mial sum in (2.ge). We present below a general approach to find such an approximation. Let
Fm(n) = £'(-1)' [ zJ f(k)
,~
(2.14)
wheref(k) is a function of k such that an analytical continuation of/Ck) to a complex function
f (z) exists. Then in the Appendix * we prove
Theorem 2. Iff (z) is analytical left to the line (Yz - m - i 00, Yz - m + i 00), then
Y.I.-m +ioo
Fm(n) =~ J r(z)f(-z)n-Zdz + en
21tllh._m -i""
where
The del.ailcd proof of Theorem 2, with necessary conditions on f (z). is given in [20]. In the final version of




en = D(n-I) 2
1
. J 2 r(z)j(-z)n-Zdz
Xl Y.z-m-i ...
and r(z) is the gamma function [Ill, [22J,
Note that en = o(n). In our case we prove that en = 0 (1). Evaluation of the sum (2.14) by for-
mula (2.15) is routine. We appeal to Cauchy's theorem. The integral in (2.15) is equal to minus
the sum of residues right to the line of integration. For derails see Section 3 and [14], [17J, [20].
Now we are ready to present out the main results. Using Lemma 2. Property 1 and
Theorem I, we prove in the next section that the exact solution for the m -th factorial moment of
811 is given by












T (m) _ '" TJm-l) ---c'''-~'~_/I-LJI-2 v.
;=2 1 - L Pk
k=l
Using (2.16) and Theorem 2, we obtain asymptotics forS::'.
Proposilion 2. The average successful search, ESn, for large n is given by
1 h z 1 Inn I
ES. = -(In n + y- 1 + - - 6, + f ,(n)) + -h -- + O(n-)





where hn = (_I)n L Pk In/!Pb Y= 0.577 is the Euler constant, f l(n) is a fluctuating function
k=1
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6, = - L -'-'---"v~~
k=l 1 - L pf+1
i=!
(ii) The variance of Sn for large n becomes
(2.19)
(2.20)
where the constant C is computed in Section 3 ( see (3.25) - (3.28». In particular, for symmetric
case h z = hi = In2V and the first term in (2.20) disappears. In this case varS/! = C. that is
11['" ]varS/I=-2+-'- --+1 -a-~+F(n)+O(n-l1n2n)





j=l Vi - 1
(2.22)
and Fen) is a tluchlating function with a very small amplitude.
(iii) The m-th moment ofSn.. ES::'. satisfies
(2.23)
o
Propositions 1 and 2 complete the classification of asymmetric digital trees, that is, radix
tries [17J. Patricia tries [19] and digital search trees (this paper). For all three digital trees, the
mean value of Sri is h\ in n + 0 (1) with different constants 0 (1). The variance, varS" , for an
asymmetric case is O(ln n), however, in the symmetric case varS/! = 0(1) and the constant
differs significantly. Let sf? sI. S!, denote the successful searches for digital search trees, radix
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hies and Patricia tries respectively. Then by (2.18) and results from [17J [19J. one shows
ESf! - ES[ = -(I + e,)/h I < 0 (2.24a)
ESf! -ESt: =-(1 + e,-h)/h, < 0 (2.24b)
v
where h = -L Pi !n(l - Pi)' Therefore. the best constant in ES,. is achieved for the digital
;"'1
search tree. On the other hand.lhe best variance of S1l is for Patricia tries. To see it, note that for
symmetric case. the variance for radix. tries and Patricia tries is given by [13] [17J [18] [19].
varST = _1_ + _-'0"'0-
" 12 6 In2 V
1 '" 2{~ I}varS! = 12 + -6-
j
-'On'o-y- - -In-Y- lflt (1 + -V-,
The table below compares the variances in the symmetric case for the above three trees.
Y varS! varSP varSR•
2 3.507 1.000 2.844
3 1.446 0.630 1.325
4 0.939 0.500 0.923
5 0.718 0.430 0.738
(2.25)
Note that, as we have argued in [17J. the variance of S1l indicates how well a tree is balanced.
Thus, the above shows that the Patricia trie is the best balanced digital tree, and the regular trie is
the worst one. Note. however, that Patricia tries required 2n - V + 1 nodes compared to n
nodes for digital search trees. But, the comparison of keys at each level of the digital search tree
might be quite costly if keys are very long. On the other hand, the Patricia trie is the most sophis-
ticated digital tree, since additional pointers are required to indicate over how many digits the
· 12·
search procedure must skip to locate the next "branching" digits in an inserted key.
3. ANALYSIS
In this section we prove Propositions 1 and 2. Hereafter, for simplicity, we consider only
asymmetric binary digital trees, that is, V=2. P=P 1 and P2= I-PI =q. The extension to the V-
ary digital trees is trivial.
3.1. The average value of the successful search
The average value of the internal path length is given by recurrence (2.4) which falls into
(2.7) with an = n-l,.::to = Xl = O. Note that all = -{)1I,1 - S",o, where cSlI,.k is the Kronecker delta
[14], [21]. Hence, by Theorem I, we find
I,i-= f(-I)' [zJ Q'-2
k=2
and by Corollary 1
.,
1,,-= Qn-2
where QII is given by (2.9c). This proves Proposition 1 for m=1.
(3.1)
(3.2)
To find an asymptotic approximation for l,f we apply Theorem 2. Therefore, we need to
define a complex function Q(z) that extends Qk- Flajolet and Sedgewick [7] dealt with Qk in the
analysis of binary symmetric digital tree. (Note that they used Rice's method to evaluate Ii-.
while we adopt approximations from Theorem 2). Unfortunately. the extension Q (z) proposed






P(z) = II (1 - p,.j - q,.j) (3.3b)
j=2
It is easy to see that Q(z) for z nonnegative integers coincides with Qk, and Q(O) = Qo = 1.
Note, however, that (3.3) is a proper analytical extension of Qk if and only if the product in (3.3b)
is convergent. But this holds if the following series is convergent [11]
- 13-
- 0' _q'L (pz+l + qHI) = pI ...L..- + qZ
j=1 l-p 1~
Hence, (3.3) is an appropriate extension.
Now using (3.2). (3.3) and Theorem 2, we find




where Jf (-) stands for 21 . J f (-). Evaluation of (3.4) is standard, and appeal to the residue
(e) 1tt c-ieo
theorem. Note that the function under the integral, say g (z)J is analytical right to the line
(-3/2 - i 00, -3/2 + j <XI) except Zo = 0, Ll = -1 (singularities of the gamma functions) and zeros
z,U), ofP (-z-2), that is
z,U) = j - 2 + iy, k = a ± 1 •... , j = I, 2•...• (3.5)
where i Yk. is the imaginary part of ZkU) with Yo=O. But Zo = zo(2) and Ll = zo(1), hence Zo
and 2-1 are double poles. We shall see that the main contribution comes from Z-l (and also zo),
while ZkU), k #:- 0 give a fluctuating function with very small amplitude (see [6]-[8], [13-[14],
[17]-[19]). We denote this function by ft(n).
To compute residue at 2-{ = -1, res g(LI), we need the Taylor expansion of the functions
under the integral atLI = -1. But [1], [11], [22] forw = z + 1.
r(z) ~-w-I + (y- 1) + O(w)
n-z = n(l - w In n)




Q(-z-2) = pea) = 1 pea) =
P(-z-2) 1 - p-' - q~ P(-I-z)
w- I 81 h z 81 h z 2-----+--+w --+O(w)
hI hi 2hf 2h[
(3.6)
(3.7)





res g(zo) = -h';" {In n - y+ hZ/2h 1-lop -In q + all
This, with the additional contribution coming from Zk(J). k¢!J ( that is, the function f l(n) ),
proves Proposition 2 (i).
3.2 The variance of the successful search
The computation of I}, and therefore varSri = [lJ. + l~- (l,f)2]/n, is much more intricate.
Note fu1;t that (2.4) and (2.5) imply that
IJ. = 2(X" - tJ-)
where Xn satisfies the following recurrence
n-l [ 1 ]_ 1 n- k ,,-I-k
Xn -1n-+ L k P q [XII +Xn _ 1_k ],=0 n~2
(3.8)
(3.9)
The recunence (3.9) falls into (2.7) with all = /,,1. By (3.2) we know that (,,!.= Qn-2. therefore,






and, finally, (3.8) and (3.10) imply
pi +qi
I_ p i_ q i
(3.11)
which proves Proposition 1 for m = 2.
(3.12)
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To estimate asymptotics for IJ., we apply Theorem 2. Hence, an analytical continuation of
TP> to a complex function T(1)(z) is necessary. To accomplish that we adopt the "mechanical
derivation" suggested in [7]. Note that by (3.11)
Replacing n by z in the above. we obtain
pfl+2 + q"+2
1 _ pJt+2 _ qn+2
T(I)(z) = T(I)(z+I)_
pz+2 + qz+2
1 _ pz+2 _ qz+2 (3.13)
TIlls is a recurrence equation for which a solution becomes
~ pHi + qz+i
T(l)(z) = T(l)(~) - L --"'---c'-'_'---,-c
1 _pz+i _ qz+ii=2
Define T(l)(~) = (X. Then, by (3.11)
and finally
... pHi + qz+i
T(l)(z) = (X - L ---"-'---"':"':-'-=
1 _pz+i _ qz+i;=2
(3.14)
(3.15)
To prove that (3.15) is really the analytical continuation of r,p> one must show that the series in
(3.15) is convergent. This is easy using the same arguments as applied 10 Sec. 3.1.
Now we are ready to compute asymptotics for tJ:-. By Theorem 2
P(D)
P(-z 2)
T(l)(-z-2)dz + 0(1) (3.16)
We evaluate the integral by the residue theorem. Note that. as before, we have singularities at
Zo = 0, LI = -1 and zkU), however now Zo and Ll are triple poles. The main conuibution
comes from LI = -I. Therefore we need the Taylor expansion of the functions under the
integral up to three terms. The previous fonnula for r(z), n-z may be applied (with one addi~
- 16 -








1 -z-2+i -z-2+i-p -q
(3.17b)
where
T 2(z) = - 92w + o(w2)
(3.18)
On the other hand, the Taylor expansion ofT1(Z) is given by (see [17]).
Therefore,
We also need three terms in the Taylor expansion of Q (-z - 2). Note that
+ O(w2) (3.19)
Q(-z-2)~ P(O) ~_-,-p.".(O,"),---:- IT (I_p-Hj+q-Hj)-l
P (-z - 2) 1 _ P 2 _ q Z j=l
We apply to (3.20) the following lemma, which extends Lemma 2 from [7].
(3.20)





F(,)=F(a) 1 +(,-0) E -'--'-':-'-:-+
jeS 1 - fjCa)
- 17 -
Proof. Use logarithm derivative forG(z) = .Il J!j(z).
jE'






Finally. multiplying (3.19), (3.22) and appropriate formula on r(z) and n-z• and identifying the
coefficient at w-I • we prove
/
2 n In2 n
..r= +hr + 2nA +h(n) + o (In'n) (3.24)
where f 2(n) is a fluctuating function coming from the contribution of zkU), k '#. 0. and 0 (ln2n)








and 11 is the coefficient at w in the Taylor expansion of the gamma function. Using results from





The rest is easy.
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Note that varS" = .l{l}+ lJ- (lJ.)2}. In Section 3.1, we have proved
n
1 In n
that iii = -- + B •where
h,
1 h2
B ~ -(1- 1 + - - 9, +!z(n»
hi 2h 1
(3.27)
After some algebra, ODe proves Proposition Z(ii) fOImula (2.20) where the constant C is equal to
c = 2A +B _B2 (3.28)
with A and B given by (3.25) and (3.27). In the symmetric case, the constant C simplifies to
(2.21) by taking into account the fact that hk = InkV and P2 = hrpwhere pis given by (2.2).
33 The higher moments
The proof of Proposition 1 for general m is by induction. To simplify the presentation. we
show in this subsection how the proof goes for m = 3. and left the details of the induction for the
interested reader.
By Lemma 2 with m = 3, we find
1).= 6[1;12 -l,}-+ (n-I)] + IIi [ n;l ] pkqll-1-k[1).+ l,f_I_k]
"'"
LetXll be defined as: Xo =X t = 0 and for n ~ 2
.-1 [ 1 ]2 n- k n-l-kX" = 1".+ L k P q [Xk + Xn_ 1_k ]
.=0




To solve (3.29a) we apply Theorem 1. We need to compute Rn given by (2.9b). In our case,
all = I} and an = 1;. By (3.12) i;- = -2 Qk-2TR~. Then
.+'
Rn = 2Tp>Qn - 2Qn L Ti~i
i=2
pi + qi
1 _ pi _ qi (3.30)
- 19-




I_ p i_ q i
(3.3Ib)
lbis proves Proposition 1 with m = 3. Extension to general m is simple and left to the reader.
Asymptotic analysis of (3.31a), or in general (2.16) for any m, requires analytical continua-
tion of Tn(m) defined as (see (2.17».
.+1
Tn(m) = L Ti~-l)
i=2
pi + qi
I_ p i_ q i
(3.32)
Let T(m)(z) be such an analytical continuation. Then, arguing as in (3.13), we find the following
recurrence
pHZ + qHZ
1 _ qHZ _ q::+2
This has a solution
-T(m)(,) = T(m)(~) _ ~ T(m-I)(,-2+i)
j=2
Bu~ by (3.32) T(m)(_) = a(m) where
pz+i + qz+i
1 _ pz+i _ qz+i (3.33)
pi + qi
I_ p i_ qi
hence
a(m) = :r, Tj~-l)
i=2
-T(m)(z) = a(m) - L T(m-I)(z-2+i)
'-=2
pz+i + qz+i
I _ pz+i _ qz+i
(3.34a)
(3.34b)
Note that T(O)(z) = 1, y(1)(z) is given by (3.15) and 0.(1) = IX as in (3.14). Thus, analytical con-
tinuation of TnCm) is done.
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To prove Proposition 2(iii) formula (2.23), we apply Theorem 2, hence




T(m-I)(_z-2)dz + 0 (I) (3.35)
We consider only residues at Z_l = -1. From the previous analysis, we know that
and P(0)/P(-z-2) =-w-I/h l + 0(1). Naturally.
It is also easy '0 prove that
w-<m-l)
T(m-I)(z) = + 0 (w~). Then, the main contribution follows from the last term of the
n hT I
Taylor expansion of n-z. that is n(_I)m
wmlnmn







Noting that s:f! = /;In one proves Proposition 2(iii), and this completes our analysis.
APPENDIX. A FORMULA ON AN ALTERNATING SUM: Alternative Approach to S.O. Rice
Method.
Let us compute
Fm(n) = ±(-1)' [zJ f(k),
,~
where f (k) has an analytical continuation f (z) in a complex plane.








where n!.. d;J r(n+1) ,and rcz) is lhe gamma function.
r(n+l-z)
Proof Let us consider the integral, and apply residue theory. In the left haIf plane the function
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under the integral is analytical except at points -k, k ~ 0 is integer, where rez) has singularities
( 1)' [ 1 <+i~]
of value~. Hence J stands for 2 J.
• (c) 1t c _ ,n
f
(II.I.-m)
r(z)j(-z) dz = i: (_1)' jH-k»n!.
n! k=m k!
I
Note that n! = n(n-l) ... (n - l+k) = nk ,therefore. (AI) is proved.
(n- )!
Remark. Some additional conditions on f (z) must be imposed to guarantee (AI). Roughly speak-
iog, the function f (z) cannot grow to fast at infinity. The details can be found in [20].
Let now
o
r is an integer







Proof Using well-known combinatorial identities [23] we find
(-1)' i; (-1)' [zJ j(k+r),
k=[m-rjt
and the rest follows from Theorem A.
The function n! is DOt very nice to analyze. However, it can be improved. Note that for
any a, by Binnet fOImuia [11], [22],
o
r(n) = n" - ~ e-n (21t)Y.I e 9ll2n
r(n+a) = (n+a)1I + a - Y.1 e-n -a (21t)'h e9/12(II+a)
hence






[ ] "-~1 + : (n+a)<l exp [- a a/l(12 n(n+a»].
Finally,
(n+a)" = n" [ 1 + : ]" = n" (I + aD (n-'n
exp [- Ba/12n(n+a)] = 1 + aO(n-2).
1
r(n+~) = n"(1 + a 20(n-'))(1 + aO(n-'))(1 + aD (n-2)) =
rcn
n<l (1 + aO (n-I».
It can be shown, in fact. that r(n+a) = r(n) = ntl [1 + [ ~ ] 0 (n-I)J. We have proved
Lemma. For all complex numbers z
r(n + l-z)-=
r(n+l)
So we have obtained
Theorem B. The following holds
Fm,r(n) = I r(z)j(-z)n-Zdz + en
(+ ih-m)
where the error function is
en = o(n- I ) J zr(z)f(-z)n-% dz.
(Y.!.-m)
Corollary Bl.
Fm,r(n+r) = (-It J r(z)!(r-z)nr-Z + efl,T





en.r = D(n-I) f zr(z)f(r-z)n'-Z dz.
(Y.z - [m-r]')
Note that en,!" =o(n).
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